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なっているのは，Wagstaff et al.6），Mooney et al．7）
Le Grand8），Culyer et al.9），北浦10）によって試みら
れてきた実証研究である．Wagstaff は，公平性の
概念を「同じサービスを必要とする人々（persons 

























や Culyer et al.9）が指摘するように，公平の基準
を「利用量（utilization of long-term care）」に設
定するか，あるいは，「利用機会（opportunity of 































































































































































































































































































































































































西暦（年） 要支援1 要支援2 要介護1 要介護2 要介護3 要介護4 要介護5
12.4 13.4 17.5 17.5 14.7 12.9 11.5
1.9 3.9 11.4 17.2 22.1 22.5 21.1
13.6 13.6 18.6 17.6 13.2 12.3 10.9
1.9 3.9 12.5 17.9 20.2 22.0 21.6
14.3 13.8 19.7 17.4 13.1 12.0 9.7




西暦（年） 協会健保 組合健保 国保 第1号
20.0 16.1 21.7 42.3
19.6 16.1 20.7 43.6
20.0 16.1 20.7 43.2
19.4 15.8 20.6 44.2
20.7 16.0 17.1 46.1
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Abstract
　The purpose of this paper is to analyze fairness in the nursing care insurance system using the nursing care cost 
concentration curve and Gini coefficient. For that purpose, in order to clarify evaluation criteria, it was divided into 
beneficiary index and burden index, and analyzed from each viewpoint on the fairness of the result and the fairness 
of the opportunity. As a result, about the fairness of the result based on the beneficiary index, the divergence 
from the 45-degree line is larger than the fairness of the opportunity based on the burden index. It is natural that 
disparities arise between the required support and the necessity of long-term care, considering that the long-term 
care insurance system is provided with long-term care services based on the certification results of long-term 
support and long-term care needs. On the other hand, about the fairness of the opportunity based on the burden 
index, the deviation from the 45 degree line is smaller than the fairness of the result based on the beneficiary 
index, and it is shown that the Gini coefficient is extremely close to zero. The amount of nursing care premiums 
is determined by dividing the amount necessary for payment by the number of insured persons, and it is inferred 
that that also affects the value. It concludes as mentioned above, but with the model of this paper, the factor of 
each income class was made into the state of being equalized in each data, and it will be a future subject. However, 
analysis of the Gini coefficient revealed that the beneficiary index and the burden index both gradually progressed 
in the degree of unfairness.
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